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Claim THEY Are More
Intelligent Than Men!

Science Proves Men Have More Brains Than Women

Albania (WHN
WHN) Since the initial burning of the bra in the 1960’s, an ongoing
–often highly emotional (at least on part of one of the sexes)- battle has existed between the sexes
as to who "has the most brains, men or women."** Recently, this testy confrontation
between the sexes was scientifically settled once and for all when Dr. Dean Falk
(admittedly a male --- but a scuptously fair scientist) conclusively demonstrated that,
adjusted for body size and proportion, men actually have an amazingly large 4 ounce
brain advantage over women. Dr. Falk notes that the male grey matter advantage
hold true for almost all primates. Interestingly, the only exceptions in the primate
world identified by Dr. Falk are naturally monogamous ape species such as the gibbon where male and females have the exactly the same size brain. Further research
by Dr. Falk suggests that the extra brain material is responsible for the “enhanced
visual-spatial skills” of the male gender.
Dr. Ned Ander-Thal of the A l b a n i a n M e d i c a l C o l l e g e , personal physcian to
President Clinton, state that this finding is not surprising. "Why of course men must
have more brains and enhanced visual-spatial skills. I mean how else could you
keep all those lies straight? I mean you gotta know Miss X from Miss Y from Miss Z.
I mean I tell my wife that Thursday is my bowling night….hell, I don’t know a bowling pin from a rolling pin. But I do know Miss X from my wife." When asked her
opinion, Mrs. (Nina) Ander-Thal simply stated, "Ned will be getting a real close look
at a rolling pin – I only hope he’s got a thick skull…. he’s definitely a numb skull."
Not surprisingly, many males are touting their enhanced visual-spatial skills.
Clyde [who refused to give us his last name (thus showing his enhanced brain
power)] states, "Hell that explains why I don’t never ask fer directions. My wife’s
always nagging and saying, ‘Why don’t yous ask for directions!?’ Well, now I know
why cuz I got me superior spatial skills. Hell that also explains why I watch lots of
TV too. That cuz I got me superior visual skills."
Surprisingly, a number of Albanian feminists (as well as Lifetime-Television for Women Who Hate Men) agreed with the opinions expressed by Dr. Ander-Thal and Clyde. Even Republican presidential candidate Elizabeth Dole echoed the Albanian Feminists
unexpected support of Dr. Falk’s findings on a recent visit to nearby New Hampshire, "Why I
know that Dr. Falk must be right. Ever since Bob started taking that Viagra® I have suspected
that he has been utilizing his "superior visual-spatial skills" when I’m away from D.C. I’m just
glad that Monica is gone from the Watergate."
Others, however, are less certain. Senator (oops) Ms. Hillary Clinton disagrees with
both Dr. Falk and Mrs. Dole. Senator (darn) Ms. Clinton states that "While Bill may use his supposedly superior visual skills to oggle the female interns, he usually doesn’t know where he is
much less where he stands on a given topic. Furthermore, why don’t you ask the Chinese
Embassy Staff in Belgrade whether those ‘good ol’boys’ at the CIA have superior "visual and
spatial" skills!". However, on a positive note, Senator (I’m sorry!) Ms. Clinton states that it is
“...quite apparent that the enlightened voters of New York - regardless of gender - DO have at
least 4 oz more of brains than those backwater jerks in
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* MAN’S UNION MANIFESTO
MANIFESTO : Article 1a: "Men is brainier than women."
**Note: Surprisingly some data suggests that having brains does not equal
having common sense.

Law Firm:
The Slick Willy Firm of Wesson, Oyle, and Hillary II
The publisher and editor of this news journal claim impunity to all prosecution based on our utter stupidity. All requests to retract and correct wrongful
information will be met with glee and giggles....

Page 2: JFK Jr. Dies due to poor
visual-spatial skills!

“I am smarter than the
average Intern! But don’t
tell Hillary...”
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WHN Set To Investigate Claims of
Irresponsible Journalism
Albania (W H N ) Recent reports in the scientific literature
demonstrate that men enjoy a substantial (4 oz!) superiority
over women when brain size is adjusted to body mass [see:
Falk, D. 1999 Sex differences in brain/body relationships of
Rhesus monkeys and humans. J Hum Evol. 36(2):233-8 ].
However, these claims have prompted a significant outcry
from the female readers of the WHN . As a consequence of
these concerns (mostly our concerns about loss of our female subscription base....and laboratory productivity....and well, also maybe my
the WHN has appointed a Blue Ribbon Panel of

home life....),

Experts to evaluate Dr. Falk’s claims. We hope - I mean
really, really, really, hope - that the findings of this
Committee will lay to rest the nagging..., err, I mean
thoughtful, ahhh...concerns, yeah, concerns voiced by our
female readers and the Editor’s wife.
*Well, they are Chicks, Right?

WHN Appoints Crack Group Of Experts To
Drs. Elmer ‘Weed’
‘Weed’ Bupkiss, Peter ‘High Octane’
Settle Gender Brain
Bilt-More,
Bilt-More, Bubba ‘Bubba’ McCoy,
McCoy, and Scooter.
Scooter.
Size Controversy
Albania ( W H N ) Bowing to concerns raised by our faithful
female readers, the W H N has impaneled an ad hoc committee
of experts to review the controversial findings of Dr. Dean Falk.
Appointed to the panel are Drs. Elmer ‘Weed’ Bupkiss, Peter
‘High Octane’ Bilt-More, Bubba ‘Bubba’ McCoy, and Scooter.
Meetings are scheduled to commence real soon at the
Hooter’s Conference and Beach Volleyball Center.
According to Dr. ‘Bubba’, evidence to be examined by the
Committee includes the 1999 Dallas Cowboy Cheerleaders®,
Snap-On Tools® calendars, and a deck of playing cards purchased during a midnight 1987 visit to Times Square by ‘Weed’.
Findings of The Committee will be published sooner or
later -- depending on the beer supply and the ‘evidence’ supply.
see Related Story Page 2: The Committee Reports!
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Blue Ribbon Brain Panel
Reports Findings:

Neurological Determination:
Role Of Women In Society

“Men Is Brainier Than Women!”
Albania (W H N ) Following an extraordinarily “interesting” meeting
(held at the elegant Hooter’s Conference and Beach Volleyball
Center ) the Blue Ribbon Gender Brain Committee (BRGBC) has
issued its findings (see FINAL REPOR T at right). Dr. Elmer
‘Weed’ Bupkiss, Chair of the BRGBC, states, “That Dr. Falk is one
darn smart fella, he’s got probably at least 8 more ounces of brains
than most gals. It’s darn hard to argue with No-Bell science like
that.” Similarly Dr. Bubba ‘Bubba’ McCoy felt, “It is quite clear that
because of the neurological deficit of the weaker sex, that a woman’s
place is in the house.”
Surprisingly, despite the abundance of evidence in support of
Dr. Falk and the BRGBC Report, an argumentative Hillary Clinton has
voiced vehement opposition to the Committee’s findings as aired by
‘Bubba’, “A women’s place is not in the House, it is in the Senate!”
“It were all work !”
Weed
High
Scooter
Octane

Bubba

Evidence

JFK Jr. Not Dead: In Seclusion With Elvis!
Albania (W H N ) The W H N has obtained exclusive evidence that JFK Jr. did
not die in the plane wreak off Martha’s Vineyard. Photographic evidence
taken 3 days after the reputed crash clearly shows JFK Jr. in deep discussions with Elvis at the Toledo, OH airport. Rumors persist that Elvis and
John-John are about to begin a nation wide comeback tour as a musical
group named Afterlife.
Despite photographic evidence, the musical group the Dead Kennedys
claims John-John is dead. Bobby, a
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Law Firm:
The Slick Willy Firm of Wesson, Oyle, and Hillary II
The publisher and editor of this news journal claim impunity to all prosecution based on our utter stupidity. All requests to retract and correct wrongful
information will be met with glee and giggles....

GREAT
GREAT Q UOTES:
UOTES: Q: "Isn't a Dead Kennedys concert on 22 November [anniversary
of JFK's assassination] in rather bad taste?" A: "Of course. But the assassinations weren't
too tasteful either." - East Bay Ray interviewed in 1979 by the Vancouver Sun.

